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ABSTRACT
A new acceleration technique for the computation of first

order hydrodynamic coefficients for floating bodies in frequency

domain and in deep water is proposed. It is based on the clas-

sical boundary element method (BEM) which requires solving a

boundary integral equation for distributions of sources and/or

dipoles and evaluating integrals of Kelvin’s Green function and

its derivatives over panels. The Kelvin’s Green function includes

two Rankine sources and a wave term. In present study, for the

two Rankine sources, analytical integrations of strongly singu-

lar kernels are adopted for the linear density distributions. It is

shown that these analytical integrations are more accurate and

faster than numerical integrations. The wave term is obtained

by solving Clément’s ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [1]

and an adaptive numerical quadrature is performed for integra-

tions over the panels. It is shown here that the computational

time of the wave term by solving the ODEs is greatly reduced

compared to the classical integration method [7].

INTRODUCTION
Boundary Element Methods (BEM)s are popular in the

academia and the industry for solving three-dimensional wave

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

radiation and diffraction problems with one or multi float-

ing or submerged bodies. In the BEMs, the initial three-

dimensional problem for the velocity potential is replaced by a

two-dimensional problem on the fluid domain’s boundary sur-

faces.

Among the various BEM approaches, the constant panel

method (CPM) was proposed for unbounded fluid configurations

by Hess and Smith [2]. The surfaces of the bodies are discre-

tised in flat triangles or quadrilaterals. The sources or sinks

are distributed over the panels with a constant density for each

panel. However, there is a jump in the potential between two

adjacent panels in such zeroth order CPM. Higher order panel

representations are expected to be more accurate than the CPM

for the same discretization level [3]. In the present paper, a lin-

ear panel method (LPM), or first order panel method, has been

adopted. The body geometry is discretised with flat triangles. A

collocation method with the unknowns located on the vertices of

the triangles is implemented. LPM is a first order method with

less computational burden compared to higher order methods and

more accurate compared to constant method.

Further, an important part of the numerical burden in the case

of forced oscillations and wave-induced motions of bodies is the

computation of free surface Green function. Fortunately, for lin-

earised potential flow in the frequency domain and in deep wa-
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ter, exact formulations of the Green function satisfying both the

Laplace equation and the linearised free surface condition are

available. In 1960, Wehausen and Laitone [4] reviewed prelim-

inary developments and provided the classical expression of the

Green function and several alternative integral representations.

Two years later, Ursell [5] used a spherical harmonics expansion

to get the Green function for a heaving hemisphere. Great im-

provements for the computation of the Green function in three

dimensions have been achieved in the 1980s. Two complemen-

tary near-field and far-field representations in terms of the expo-

nential integral have been defined where an asymptotic expan-

sion and a convergent ascending-series expansion for the Green

function have been tested by Noblesse [6]. In 1985, Newman [7]

provided a new algorithm for computing the free surface Green

function and its derivatives in infinite and constant finite depth.

He defined regions of the parameters space with proper polyno-

mial expansions in every region. Peter and Meylan [8] proposed

an eigenfunction expansion representation for the free surface

Green function which is easy to evaluate numerically. In 2011,

a semi-analytical method was used with Haskind-Havelock ker-

nel calculated by a singularity substractive technique [9]. The

multipole expansion of the free surface Green’s function and

its derivative has been extended in a 3D fast multipole algo-

rithm [10].

It can be noticed that all the algorithms mentioned above are

based on evaluating an integral. In 1998, fourth order ODEs were

introduced by Clément for the time-domain free surface Green

function and its derivatives [15]. Much later [1], he transposed

those fourth order time domain ODE into second order ODE for

the free surface Green function in the frequency domain. For the

time-domain Green function, a semi-analytical precise integra-

tion method [11] and a analytical method based on Taylor series

expansion [12] have been developed replacing the standard four-

step Runge-Kutta method (RK4) to solve the fourth order ODEs.

Recently, still in time-domain, Bingham [13] compared the effi-

ciency of three ODE-based methods and the standard algorithms

developed by Newman [14]. He found the standard algorithm

based on asymptotic expansions and polynomial interpolation is

more efficient than any of the existing ODE-based methods. Us-

ing a numerical method to solve the ODE may be more practical

and faster than evaluating integrals in frequency domain. The

aim of the present paper is precisely to evaluate the benefit one

may achieve from using the frequency-domain ODEs to compute

the Green function and its derivatives in comparison to the clas-

sical approach.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The first order wave radiation problem in frequency domain

and in infinite water depth is considered. It is assumed that the

fluid is inviscid, incompressible and the flow irrotational. The

time factor of the complex potential is taken as e−iωt with ω the

wave frequency. The total radiation potential can be decomposed

as φR = ∑ j VE jφ j with j = 1,2, ...,6 where VE j denotes the am-

plitude of the generalized body velocity. The BVP equations are

shown in Eqn. 1.





∆φ j(M) = 0 M ∈ Ω
∂φ j(M)

∂nB
=~n j |M M ∈ SB

∂φ j(M)

∂ z
= ω2

g
φ j(M) M ∈ SF

φ j(M)→ 0 M → ∞

(1)

where ~nB is the generalised normal vector on the body surface,

g is the gravity, n j is the generalized normal and z is the vertical

axis. Fig. 1 shows the illustration of the problem and the basic

notation in this paper. It should be noted that, the body can be

submerged or floating and that there can be single or multi-bodies

with any geometry.

With use of Green’s identities, a Fredholm equation of the
second kind over the body surface SB can be derived.

Ωµ(M)− 1

4π

∫∫

SB

µ(P)
∂

∂nP
G∞(M,P)dS(P)=

1

4π

∫∫

SB

~VE ·~n |P G∞(M,P)dS(P)

(2)

P and M are the source and field points, respectively. A mixed

distribution of sources and normal dipoles is used with σ(P) =

( ∂φ
∂n
)P = ~VE ·~n |P and µ(P) = −φ(P). σ and µ are densities

of sources and normal dipoles over the body surface, G∞ is the

Kelvin’s Green function in deep water. For the first term in Eqn.

2, we have Ω = 1− Ω̃(M)
4π , where Ω̃(M) is the solid angle in the

body. The solid angle can be calculated after the discretization

of Eqn. 2 considering µ = 1 and σ = 0.

Eventually, the added mass (Ai j) and radiation damping co-

efficients (Bi j) are defined in Eqn. 3 with i, j = 1,2, ...,6.

Ai j = ρ

∫∫

SB

Re(φ j)nids

Bi j = ρω

∫∫

SB

Im(φ j)nids

(3)

ODES FOR THE GREEN FUNCTION

The Kelvin’s Green function includes two Rankine sources

and a wave term G∞ = 1
MP

− 1
MP′ +G with P′ the image point of P

with respect to the free surface z= 0. In the present study, the an-

alytical integrations of strongly singular kernels of the two Rank-

ine sources are used for the linear density distribution. The de-

tailled derivation of these coefficients can be found in Appendix

A.
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FIGURE 1. ILLUSTRATION

FIGURE 2. THE SOURCE AND FIELD POINTS

Let us consider a field point M(xM,yM,zM) and a source
point P(xP,yP,zP) with zM � 0,zP � 0. r is the relative hori-
zontal distance between M and P, Z = zM + zP and −Z is the
vertical distance between the field point M and the image of the
source point relative to the free surface P′ as seen in Fig. 2. The
Kelvin’s Green function in the frequency domain and in water of
infinite depth is [4]:

G∞(r,Z, iω) = G0(M,P)+G(r,Z, iω)

=
1

R
− 1

R1
+2PV

∫ ∞

0

k

k− k0
ekZJ0(kr)dk−2iπsgn(ω)k0ek0ZJ0(k0r)

(4)

with R the distance between the source point M and the field

point P, and R1 the distance between the image source point P′

and the field point M. k0 = ω2/g, and PV
∫

means the Cauchy’s

principal value of the integral. In 2013, Clément [1] derived a

second order ODE for G(r,Z, iω) based on non-dimensional vari-

ables. In this section, this ODE is studied and two similar ODEs

for the gradient of the Kelvin Green function are given.

Nondimensionalization
Let us clarify the nondimensionalization of the Green func-

tion G(r,Z, iω) which satisfies the ODE. Let: R̃ = R/L, R̃1 =

R1/L, r̃ = r/L, Z̃ = Z/L, k̃0 = k0L = ω2L/g = ω̃2, k̃ = kL, where

L denotes a reference length.

LG∞(r,Z, iω) = LG0(M,P)+LG(r,Z, iω)

=
1

R̃
− 1

R̃1

+2PV

∫ ∞

0

k̃

k̃− k̃0

ek̃Z̃J0(k̃r̃)dk̃−2iπsgn(ω)k̃0ek̃0Z̃J0(k̃0r̃)

(5)

Eqn. 11 of Clément’s paper is the ODE for G̃(r,Z, iω) =

LG(r,Z, iω) with k̃0 = ω̃2. For sake of simplicity, ∼ will be omit-
ted hereafter. Thus:

G(r,Z, iω) = 2PV

∫ ∞

0

k

k− k0
ekZJ0(kr)dk−2iπsgn(ω)k0ek0ZJ0(k0r)

(6)

with k0 = ω2 and G(r,Z, iω) satisfies the second order ODE
below:

ω2

4
Gωω −ω(ω2Z+

3

4
)Gω +(ω4(r2+Z2)+ω2Z+1)G=

2(1+Zω2)√
r2 +Z2

(7)

In this paper, the derivative with respect to the subscripting vari-

able is intended.

ODEs For The Derivatives Of The Green Function
From Eqn 2, the gradient of the Green function is needed

to implement the BEM. From the linear distribution rule in Ap-

pendix A Eqn. 19, we have

Iµ =
∫∫

Si

µ(P)
∂

∂nP

Gds(P)

=
∫∫

Si

(µ(C)+�∇Sµ ·−→CP)�np ·�∇GdS(P)

(8)

With

�∇G =
∂G

∂xp

�x+
∂G

∂yp

�y+
∂G

∂ zp

�z

=
∂G

∂ r

xp − xm

r
�x+

∂G

∂ r

yp − ym

r
�y+

∂G

∂Z
�z

(9)

From the equations above, only Gr and GZ are needed to get the
gradient of G. By differentiating Eqn. 6 with respect to r and Z,
one can show:

Gr(r,Z, iω)=−2PV

∫ ∞

0

k2

k− k0
ekZJ1(kr)dk+2iπsgn(ω)k0

2ek0ZJ1(k0r)

(10)

GZ(r,Z, iω) = 2PV

∫ ∞

0

k2

k− k0
ekZJ0(kr)dk−2iπsgn(ω)k0

2ek0ZJ0(k0r)

(11)

The ODEs for the derivatives of the Green function in direction
r and Z in the time domain can be found in Clément’s paper [15].
By introducing the auxiliary function S(r,Z; t) =H(t)∗F(r,Z; t)
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with H the Heaviside step function, by taking into account the
differential relation between the Heaviside and the Dirac dis-
tribution and using the same convention and notation for the
Fourier transform as Clément - and Shen et al [16]- one can de-
rive the two ODEs for the derivatives of G with respect to r and
Z namely:

ω2

4
Grωω −ω(ω2Z+

7

4
)Grω +(ω4(r2+Z2)+3ω2Z+3)Gr =

−6r(1+Zω2)

(r2 +Z2)3/2

(12)

ω2

4
GZωω −ω(ω2Z +

7

4
)GZω +(ω4(r2 +Z2)+3ω2Z +4)GZ

=
−4Z(2+Zω2)+2r2ω2

(r2 +Z2)3/2

(13)

ODEs Analysis

Equations 7,12,13 are three ODEs for G, Gr, GZ with re-

spect to frequency ω , respectively. They have similar properties.

For these second-order ODEs, ω = 0 is a regular singular point

or called nonessential singularity, where the growth of solution is

bounded in any small sector by an algebraic function [17]. These

ODEs whose solutions are the Green function and its derivatives

are similar to Bessel differential equation whose solutions are

Bessel functions or the Hypergeometric equation whose solution

is the hypergeometric function. The imaginary parts of G,Gr,GZ

(see Eqns. 6, 10, 11) are expressed analytically and are easy

and fast to calculate by using standard libraries. It is easy to

check that they are solutions of the homogenous ODEs 7,12,13.

The most challenging part in solving a radiation problem with

Kelvin’s Green function and its derivatives is the computation of

their real parts.

When ω = 0, we have the real part of G,Gr,GZ as in the

following:

Re(G(r,Z,0)) =
2√

r2 +Z2
,Re(Gω(r,Z,0)) = 0

Re(Gr(r,Z,0)) =
−2r

√
r2 +Z2

3
,Re(Grω(r,Z,0)) = 0

Re(GZ(r,Z,0)) =
−2Z

√
r2 +Z2

3
,Re(GZω(r,Z,0)) = 0

(14)

For these ODEs, ω = 0 is a regular singular point; this may

results in failures of numerical ODE integrators at this very initial

condition. A simple alternative is to shift the initial conditions to

a small positive initial value ω0 of the frequency variable where

the fonction and its derivatives can be initialized at this unique

starting value by classical Green function routines.

As ω0 tends to 0, one can see that the first order coefficients,

zero order coefficients and the right hand sides of equations 7, 12,

13 become very large. If the initial conditions for G,Gω , Gr,Grω

and GZ ,GZω are not accurate enough or if the frequency step is

not small enough, the errors of the first terms, second terms and

the right hand sides grow very fast and the numerical results have

been found to diverge. For practical applications in seakeeping

BEM computer codes, ω0 will be chosen as the lower bound of

the user defined frequency range of interest, which is larger than

zero as the purely zero frequency case has no physical meaning

in this context. In this paper, ω0 = 1 has been chosen. It is the

same ω0 as in Shen et al’s study [16].

The ODEs In ’Natural Variables’
The initial variables (r,Z,ω) in Eqn. 7, 12, 13 can be re-

placed by µ = − Z
R1

, ϖ = ω
√

R1 similar as in Clément’s paper

for the ODEs in the time domain [15]. From the definition of
µ , µ = cos(θ) ∈ [0,1] (see Fig. 2). Let us define G̃ = R1

2
G,

G̃r =
R12

2
Gr, G̃Z = R12

2
GZ . One obtains three ODEs which only

depend on the variables µ and ϖ for these functions. The µ and
ϖ are called ’natural variables’ herein without further justifica-
tion. After this substitution, the ODEs for the Green function
and its derivatives with three variables have been transformed
into ODEs in the two ’natural variables’:

1

4
ϖ2G̃ϖϖ +(µϖ3 − 3

4
ϖ)G̃ϖ +(ϖ4 −µϖ2 +1)G̃ = 1−ϖ2µ

1

4
ϖ2G̃rϖϖ +(µϖ3 − 7

4
ϖ)G̃rϖ +(ϖ4 −3µϖ2 +3)G̃r =−3

√
1−µ2(1−µϖ2)

1

4
ϖ2G̃Zϖϖ +(µϖ3 − 7

4
ϖ)G̃Zϖ +(ϖ4 −3µϖ2 +4)G̃Z =

2µ(2−ϖ2µ)+(1−µ2)ϖ2

(15)

VALIDATIONS
Added mass coefficient for a floating hemisphere at
zero and infinite frequency

Let us consider a floating hemisphere as a benchmark test

case. In Hulme [18], the added mass coefficient of a heaving

hemisphere for zero frequency and infinite frequency are given

as 0.8310 and 0.5, respectively. For these asymptotic values,

there is no wave term and therefore the damping coefficients are

zero. Thus, the Green function for zero frequency and infinite

frequency is reduced to:

G∞(r,Z,0) =
1

R
+

1

R1

G∞(r,Z,∞) =
1

R
− 1

R1

(16)

We discretised Eqn. 2 with flat triangular panels. The integration

of two Rankine sources are calculated by analytical expressions
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FIGURE 3. MESH CONVERGENCE STUDY FOR THE ADDED

MASS COEFFICIENT OF A HEAVING HEMISPHERE AT ZERO

AND INFINITE FREQUENCIES

FIGURE 4. THE ADDED MASS COEFFICIENT AND DAMP-

ING COEFFICIENT OF A HEAVING HEMISPHERE WITH FRE-

QUENCY UNIT CONVERGENCE WITH MESH REFINEMENT

which can be found in Appendix A. The discretization leads to

a linear matrix problem for the velocity potential. and the linear

system is solved by the LAPACK routine gesv. The added mass

and damping coefficients are calculated as the definitions shown

in Eqn. 3. Results for eight meshes more and more refined are

given with 62, 97, 133, 165, 210, 383, 792 and 1351 nodes. The

radius of the hemisphere is R = 1. The results for the added mass

coefficient at zero frequency and infinite frequency are shown in

Fig. 3. The blue line is the numerical result for zero frequency

and the green one is for infinite frequency. The red dashed lines

are the values in Hulme’s paper. A good agreement of the added

mass is found. The analytical integrations of the Rankine source

1/R1 with image of source point and the field point is validated

by this agreements.

For testing the wave term and the Gauss quadrature, a heav-

ing hemisphere oscillating with frequency 1 is tested for the same

meshes as mentioned above.

The same code structure as for the calculations of the added

mass at zero and infinite frequencies. The difference is in the

calculation of the frequency dependent influence coefficients in

which the wave part of the Green function is added. Surface

integrals of the following form must be evaluated:

SF(M) =
∫∫

Si

G(P,M)�VE ·�n|PdS(P)

DF(M) =
∫∫

Si

∂

∂n
G(P,M)µ(P)dS(P)

(17)

We recall that�VE ·�n|P and µ(P) following the linear distributions

rule in Appendix A Eqn. 19 and we chose the fifth order of Gaus-

sian quadrature formulas. The details of Gaussian quadrature for

triangles can be found in Deng’s note [19]. Here, the wave term

of Kelvin’s Green function was calculated by Newman’s algo-

rithm [7].

For ω = 1, R = 1, the added mass coefficient and damping

coefficient are 0.4284 0.2484, respectively. As shown in Fig.

4, the blue line and green line are added mass coefficients

and damping coefficients. The red dashed lines are the values

given by Hulme. One can see that the code converges quickly

towards the analytical values of the literature. It shows that the

Kelvin’s Green function and linear boundary element method

are correctly implemented.

Speed-Up Of Computation Of Green Function And Its
Derivatives By Using ODEs

As discussed above, the computation of the real parts of

the Green function and its derivatives is expected to be time-

consuming due to the direct evaluation of the integral in the

Green function. In this section, the second order ODEs are used

and the computational time is compared to the one for the inte-

gral evaluation approach. For this later approach, the implemen-

tation of Newman’s algorithm by Choi [19] was used here. He

used FORTRAN-90. His implementation has been used in the in-

house code ”SOSMAT” of Pusan national university. Note that

his code is also used for initialisation of the ODEs.
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FIGURE 5. THE GREEN FUNCTION WITH NATURAL VARI-

ABLES G̃(µ,ϖ)

FIGURE 6. THE DERIVATIVE OF GREEN FUNCTION IN DI-

RECTION r WITH NATURAL VARIABLES G̃r(µ,ϖ)

For the comparisons, M as the field point is located at the

vertices of the triangles and P as the source point is located on

the triangles. µ ∈ [0,1[. ∆µ = 0.099, ϖ ∈ [1,10] and ∆ϖ = 0.001

were used. The classical numerical integrator RK4 was adopted

here.

The Green function and its derivatives with respect to r and

Z in natural variables can been seen in Fig. 5, 6, 7. An absolute

error or relative accuracy of 6 decimals has been selected for

FIGURE 7. THE DERIVATIVE OF GREEN FUNCTION IN DI-

RECTION Z WITH NATURAL VARIABLES G̃Z(µ,ϖ)

FIGURE 8. THE CPU TIME RATIO OF ODES AND NEWMAN’S

ALGORITHM

all approximations of the Green function and its derivatives for

the initial value of ODEs and comparison values of Newman’s

algorithm.

The CPU time to obtain the dataset in Fig. 5, 6 and 7 was

0.016s for the ODEs whereas it was 3.648s for Newman’s algo-

rithm leading to a mean global ratio CPU(ODE)/CPU(Newman)

of 227. The mean CPU time for the computation of the Green

function and its derivatives with one single set of (r,Z,ω) by

the ODEs and the Newman’s algorithm are 1.78 ∗ 10−9s and

4.05∗10−6s, respectively. The local CPU time ratio of the ODEs

and the Newman algorithm is plotted in Fig. 8. For each µ , the

CPU time for ODEs for each frequency is the average value of

CPU time of all ϖ ∈ [1,10]; the maximum value of this ratio is

shown to be around 0.01 (red scale). From those results, it ap-

pears that the ODEs’ approach is very efficient. It can greatly

reduce the computational time of calculating the Green function

and its derivatives in such seakeeping BEM solvers. Note that the

calculations were performed on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-

6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz.
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CONCLUSION

A method to calculate the first order hydrodynamic coef-

ficients for floating or submerged bodies in deep water and in

frequency domain is presented. Based on the classical boundary

element method, it requires solving a boundary integral equa-

tions for linear mixed distributions of sources and normal dipoles

and necessitate evaluation of integrals of Kelvin’s Green func-

tion. Flat triangles are used to approximate the body surface

and the integral equation is replaced by a set of linear algebraic

equations. Two Rankine sources and a wave term are included

in Kelvin’s Green function. The integrals of linear density for

the two Rankine sources are calculated by analytical expressions.

The wave term is obtained by integrating Clément’s ODEs with a

numerical integrator RK4, and this is shown significantly reduce

the computational time compared to integral evaluation. For the

Green function and its derivatives in ’natural variables’, the com-

putational time of integral evaluation is found by classical rou-

tines to be about 200 times greater compared to the ODEs.
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Appendix A: Analytical Integrations for Linear Distri-
butions Over a Triangle

The analytical integrations of strongly singular kernels of the

two Rankine sources are used for the linear density distribution.

The analytical integrations of constant sources density is classi-

cal and can be found in John’s paper [20]. In 1976, Guevel [21]

gave analytical formulas for the integration of mixed of constant

sources and dipoles distributions. Recently, Letournel [22] ex-

tended the analytical expressions to linear sources and normal

dipoles distributions. In this section, the results of those analyt-

ical integrations of linear sources and linear normal dipoles by

Letournel are recalled, with corrections. The integrations with

the image point P′ are given.
Plane triangle surface elements are used to discretize the

body surface. The integration for linear distributions of sources
over one triangle is shown to be.

Iσ (M) =
∫∫

Si

σ(P)
1

MP
dS(P)

= (σ(C)+~∇Sσ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

1

MP
dS(P)+~∇Sσ ·

∫∫

Si

−→
MP

MP
dS(P)

= (σ(C)+~∇Sσ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

1

MP
dS(P)−~∇Sσ ·

∮

Ci

MP~n∧−→
dl

= σ(M)Sσ (M)−~∇Sσ(M) ·~Iσ (M)
(18)

with Sσ (M) =
∫∫

Si

1
MP

dS(P), ~Iσ (M) =
∮

Ci
MP~n∧−→

dl . ~∇S is the

surface gradient using the same parametrization as in Letournel

[22] . For any linear distribution f , we have,

f (P) = f (C)+~∇S f ·−→CP (19)

where C is the center of triangle, ~n is normal vector of the tri-

angle pointing towards the fluid. The sign of~Iσ (M) is corrected

compared to Letournel’s paper.
The integration for the linear distribution of normal dipoles

over one triangle is shown to be:

Iµ (M) =
∫∫

Si

µ(P)
∂

∂nP

1

MP
dS(P)

= (µ(C)+~∇Sµ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

∂

∂nP

1

MP
dS(P)+

∫∫

Si

∂

∂nP

1

MP
(~∇Sµ ·−→MP)dS(P)

= (µ(C)+~∇Sµ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

∂

∂nP

1

MP
dS(P)−~∇Sµ ·

∮

Ci

−→
MP

MP
∧−→

dl

= µ(M)Sµ (M)−~∇Sµ ·~Iµ (M)
(20)

with Sµ(M) =
∫∫

Si

∂
∂nP

1
MP

dS,~Iµ(M) =
∮

Ci

−→
MP
MP

∧−→
dl .

In the following, analytical expressions are recalled for the
four integrals above: surface integral of source Sσ , line inte-

gral of source ~Iσ , surface integral of dipole Sµ and line inte-

gral of source ~Iµ . The collocation method is considered, thus
the field point M can be located at the vertices of the trian-
gles or at some other point except the triangle surface. For

I′σ (M)=
∫∫

Si
σ(P) 1

MP′ dS(P) and I′µ(M)=
∫∫

Si
µ(P) ∂

∂nP

1
MP′ ds(P)

where the P′ is the image point of P with respect to the horizontal
plane z = 0.

I′σ (M) =
∫∫

Si

σ(P)
1

MP′ dS(P)

= (σ(C)+~∇Sσ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

1

MP′ dS(P)+~∇Sσ ·
∫∫

Si

−→
MP

MP′ dS(P)

= (σ(C)+~∇Sσ ·−→CM)
∫∫

Si

1

MP′ dS(P)

+~∇Sσ · (
∫∫ −−→

MP′

MP′ dS(P)−2

∫∫ −→zP′ −−→zM

MP′ dS(P)−2

∫∫ −→zM

MP′ dS(P))

(21)

I′µ (M) =
∫∫

µ(P)
∂

∂np

1

MP′ dS(P)

= (µ(C)+
−→
∇Sµ ·−→CM)

∫∫
∂

∂np

1

MP′ dS(P)

+
−→
∇Sµ · (

∫∫ −−→
MP′ ∂

∂np

1

MP′ dS(P)−2

∫∫
(−→zP′ −−→zM)

∂

∂np

1

MP′ dS(P)−

2

∫∫
−→zM

∂

∂np

1

MP′ dS(P))

(22)

Where −→zP′ = zP′ ∗ ~kz,
−→zM = zM ∗ ~kz, and (~kx,~ky,~kz) is the

global unit coordinates of this problem with the field point

M(xM,yM,zM) and the image of the source point P′(x′P,y
′
P,z

′
P).

Analytical expressions of S′σ (M) =
∫∫

Si

1
MP′ dS(P), ~I′σ (M) =

−~∇Sσ · ∫∫Si

−−→
MP′
MP′ dS(P) =

∮
Ci

MP′~n∧−→
dl , S′µ(M) =

∫∫
Si

∂
∂nP

1
MP′ dS,

~I′µ(M) = −∫∫
Si

∂
∂nP

1
MP′ (~∇Sµ ·

−−→
MP′)dS(P) =

∮
Ci

−−→
MP′
MP′ ∧

−→
dl can be

obtained by mirroring the expression of the four integrals above.

It should be noted that the order of vertices must be reverted.

Surface integral of term Sσ (M)
• For M /∈ Si, the integral Sσ (M) =

∫∫
Si

1
MP

dS(P) has an ana-

lytical solution given by Guevel [21].

Sσ (M) =
3

∑
k=1

Nt
k

2dk

log(
N1

k

D1
k

)−2 |Z|arctan(
Nt

k

Dt
k

) (23)

with





Rk =‖−−→PkM‖
dk =‖−−−−→PkPk+1‖
Z =

−−→
GM ·~n

N1
k = Rk+1 +Rk +dk

D1
k = Rk+1 +Rk −dk

Nt
k = 2

−−→
PkM · (~n∧−−−−→

PkPk+1)

Dt
k = (Rk+1 +Rk)

2 −d2
k +2 |Z|(Rk+1 +Rk)

(24)
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FIGURE 9. THE PARAMETRIZATION.

The subscript is the index of the vertices and k = 1,2,3.

• If the field point M is located at a vertex location Pk on the

triangle Si, the integral is singular.

(Rk,dk,Z,N
1
k ,D

1
k ,N

t
k,D

t
k) = (0,Rk+1,2Rk+1,0,0,0) (25)

Let us assume that M = P1. The solution for M = P2 or

M = P3 can be obtained by reordering the vertices. The

parametrization on the triangle Si is shown in Fig. 9. One

can see that �i = 1/2(
−−→
P1P2 +

−−→
P1P3), �j =

−−→
P2P3, �h =�i ∧ �j.−→

MP = p�i+ pq�j with (p,q) ∈ [0,1]× [− 1
2
, 1

2
]. The surface

integral can be written:

Sσ (M) =
∫∫

Si

1

p

√
�i2 +2q�i ·�j+q2�j2

‖�h ‖ pd pdq

=
‖�h ‖√
�j2

ln(
a+b+

√
1+(a+b)2

−a+b+
√

1+(−a+b)2
)

(26)

where a = 1
2

�j2√
∆

, b = (�i·�j)√
∆

and ∆ =�i2�j2 − (�i ·�j)2.

Line integral of term�Iσ (M)

The Line integral �Iσ (M) =
∮

Ci
MP�n ∧ −→

dl can be divided

into three parts for the three edges of the triangle, �Iσ (M) =
�IσP1P2(M)+�IσP2P3(M)+�IσP3P1(M). Here the results are given

for the line AB as a reference. Let us recall that P is located in

AB. The integral which needs to be solved is

�IσAB(M) =
∫ B

A
MPdl�ks (27)

with the local coordinates (�ks,�kt ,�kn) defined by�ks =�kn∧�kt ,�kt =−→
AB
AB

,�kn =�n, t = AP
AB

, t ∈ [0,1] and dl = ABdt. The parametrization

can be seen in Fig. 10. Using the law of cosines, one can show:

MP2 = AP2 +AM2 −2
−→
AP ·−→AM = K2(1+q2) (28)

FIGURE 10. THE REFERENCE FOR LINE INTEGRAL OF

SOURCE

where

{
K2 = AM2 − (

−→
AB·−→AM

AB
)2

q = 1
K
(tAB−

−→
AB·−→AM

AB
)

(29)

• If K > 0, M is not on the line AB. The integral can be solved

by substitution

�IσAB(M) =
∫ q1

q0

K
√

1+q2dq
�kn ∧

−→
AB

AB

= K2
∫ asinh(q1)

asinh(q0)

√
1+ sinh(x)2cosh(x)dx

�kn ∧
−→
AB

AB

=
K2

2AB
[b−a+

sinh(2b)− sinh(2a)

2
]�kn ∧

−→
AB

(30)

with a = asinh(−
−→
AB·−→AM
AB·K ), b = asinh(AB2−−→

AB·−→AM
AB·K ).

• K = 0, M is on the line AB

�IσAB(M) =
∫ B

A
MPdl

�kn ∧
−→
AB

AB

=
∫ 1

0
(MA+

−→
AB ·−→AM

AM ·AB
tAB)(ABdt)

�kn ∧
−→
AB

AB

= (MA+
1

2

−→
AB ·−→AM

AM
)�kn ∧

−→
AB

(31)

Surface integral of term Sσ (M)
• For M /∈ Si, the integral Sµ(M) =

∫∫
Si

∂
∂nP

1
MP

dS has an ana-

lytical solution given by Guevel [21].

Sµ(M) = 2sign(Z)
3

∑
k=1

arctan(
Nt

k

Dt
k

) (32)

where Z, Nk, Dk are defined in Eqn. 24.
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• For M ∈ Si, integral Sµ(M) = 0.

Line integral of term~Iµ(M)

The line integral ~Iµ(M) =
∮

Ci

−→
MP
MP

∧ −→
dl and ~Iµ(M) =

~IµP1P2(M) +~IµP2P3(M) +~IµP3P1(M). Here we give the results

are given for the line AB as a reference.

• For M /∈ AB, the integral is

~IµAB = K

−→
MA∧−→

AB

AB

∫ q1

q0

1

K
√

(1+q2)
dq

=

−→
MA∧−→

AB

AB
[asinh(q1)−asinh(q0)]

(33)

The sign of~IµAB is corrected compared to Letournel’s paper.

• For M ∈ AB (which means K = 0),~IµAB = 0.
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